Make your own UNSTOPPABLE team!
It all starts with YOU.

Think of one quality or trait that makes you UNSTOPPABLE. Draw yourself at the bottom of the page and write what your strength is next to your drawing. Next, decide which awesome animals and/or people you’d like to join you. Draw each new friend, one on top of the other, and write what makes them UNSTOPPABLE, too!

Some ideas to get you started: your mom or dad, your friends from school, a big black bear, a tiny (but mighty!) ant.

Official name of this UNSTOPPABLE creature:
Name these UNSTOPPABLE groups!
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What can we do when we’re UNSTOPPABLE?
Anything we want!

Think of something you want to accomplish. It could be anything from cheering up a friend to building a treehouse! Whatever it might be, draw the scene below. Cut out your drawing, and hang it up as a daily reminder that...

———

Working with others makes you UNSTOPPABLE and anything possible!